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SUFFOLK SENIORS TO BE SUED

Mr. Mahoney, commencing his last week of lectures, said the students who were not in attendance last week would be required to take a make-up exam. The students who were not in attendance last week said they were not aware of the fact that they were missing class. They said they would be in attendance next week if they were able to attend.

COUNCIL AND FBI FIND 11 FACULTY RED AGENTS

Counsel and the FBI found 11 faculty members to be red agents. The faculty members were accused of being involved in the Communist Party of the United States. The faculty members were accused of being involved in the Communist Party of the United States.

THIBODEAU SIGNS WARNER CONTRACT

Actor Henry Fonda, who has been negotiating with Warner Brothers for several weeks, has signed a contract with Warner Brothers. The contract is for a period of five years and is worth $500,000.

SU Book Room Closed Until Further Notice

The book room is closed until further notice due to the lack of funds. The students are asked to bring their books to class and not to use the book room.

Harvard Invades Suffolk

Harvard students are planning to invade Suffolk University next week. The Harvard students are planning to occupy the administration building and demand that the university be merged with Harvard University.

YEARBOOK MONEY CLOSELY WATCHED

The yearbook staff has been closely watched by the administration due to the high demands for the yearbook. The administration has stated that they will not allow the yearbook to be sold if it is not approved by them.

SEX SCANDAL SHOCKS SCHOOL

The sex scandal that has gripped the school has put the administration on alert. A teacher was accused of having an affair with a student, and the administration has stated that they will take action against the teacher.

THE WEDDING OF MARLENE DIETRICH

Actress Marlene Dietrich has announced her plans to marry actor Errol Flynn. The wedding is scheduled for next month, and the couple will be married in a private ceremony.
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SPRINGTIME — SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY

The air (17) hangs heavy beneath the shivering arms of rain (fill in). Spring has come and with it the customary New England torrential rains, tidal waves, terracing over Rice Rocks and plunging over inkstains on the totaling window panes. And today a Ram's rambler is scurrying to and fro in an enlightened manner of life for the future seems Muzak.

There is a suspicion that the combination committee—squirrels, and all over the Journal office floor — in the fall. Under the new P.R. (Preferential Rights) plan, Suffolk University and its students will control the major curricula at the July conventions. It will be a distinct honor for this nationally prominent institution to select the first president under the newly-mergered democracy plan. Their candidate will probably be (as heard over the transom of the ladies' lounge) Firem Slingshotta.

His platform will be that of rigid international-islomanism, universal coeducational coeducation, and further Huf-Hardly legislation. It has also been revealed that Pahahat Sachi, would be Slingshotta's Secretary of State and Downon Dollars will be the Secretary of Treasury.

The success of the combination election is not to be nationally overshadowed by the current revamping of the administration, but the latter will be of little interest to the cook at Cinda's.

Mightkill Wetwells, in his new position as head of the Diocese Intimacies office, has announced through the pj (padron, non-Journalist, it is scrambled type) of the Midtown Journal that Dean Bluejays Days has been replaced by Tampico Beachhead.

Other interesting changes were: Dean Evil N. Tart by Tom Collins; Miss Irish Bandlander by Rosenberg; Prof. Edgof De Woods by Klomp; Dr. Staunchich by Anne Sally; etc.: etc.

A big problem is currently posed before the Student Council which must be of interest to all students. The critical question is: Who threw the butt in the cigarette urn? The proposed punishment for the offender is a word by word account of Hannay's "The Thirty Nine.

Other pressing issues before the body are: (1) adoption of a coeducational plan; (2) subdivision of the coffee grinds; (3) running party for coffee; (4) question of why Mr. DeForest turned yellow. (5) The vital need for a 108 man investigating committee; etc.: etc.; etc.

The social needs will soon be realized when May's time rolls around. The senior class has invited all of the other classes, the City of Boston sewerage department, Newbold Morris and his Washington Blues group, and the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Dudley Addicts to attend their springtime activities. The social fiascos will include such activities as: a "T" party for the Marry Amans; a moonlight cruise over Rice Rocks No. 4; a Damascus grill in Biscroil's coffee; (4) question why Mr. DeForest turned yellow. (5) The vital need for a 108 man investigating committee; etc.: etc.: etc.
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Hammer and Cycle

Girl's Wrestling Team
Not To Appear On TV

The Suffolk Journal
Suffolk Baseball Team
Holds Firsts Practice

Be Happy—
GO LUCKY!

in a cigarette, taste makes the difference—and Luckies taste better!

The difference between "just smoking" and really enjoying your smoke in the taste of a cigarette. You can taste the difference in the soothing, smooth, more enjoyable taste of a Luckie—they're two important reasons. First, Luckies are made of the same best tobacco as the others. Second, Luckies are a blend of mild tobaccos that taste better. Indeed, Luckies are made to taste better, proved tests made of all five principal brands. Be tough for a Luckie. Enjoy the cigarette that tastes better. Be Happy—Go Lucky! Buy a carton today!

L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike
Means Fine Tobacco

Dr. Copp Elevates
Education Majors
In Mind And Body

A new emphasis on human relations is being given to students of Boston University's Boston High School. Dr. H. Alec Copp, superintendent of the school, has introduced a course in Mind and Body, which will be offered next term. The course will be divided into two sections: one on Human Relations and the other on Education. The purpose of the course is to improve students' understanding of human behavior and to help them develop better personal relationships. The course will be taught by Dr. Copp and will be offered to all students in the school.

Dr. Copp is the first person to be appointed to this position. He has been associated with the school for many years and has been a leader of the student council. He is also a member of the faculty at the university. He has been involved in various organizations and has served as a member of the board of education for several years.

The course will cover a variety of topics, including psychology, sociology, and anthropology. It will also cover such subjects as human behavior, social interaction, and interpersonal relationships. The course will be taught in small groups, and there will be a maximum of 15 students in each section. The course will meet once a week for two hours.

The course is open to all students in the school, and it is expected to be popular. It is hoped that the course will help students develop better personal relationships and increase their understanding of human behavior.

OFFICIAL
Suffolk University
CLASS RINGS

L. G. Balfour Co.
235 Boylston St.
Boston, Mass.

CLASSIFIED ADS


FOR BURGALI: New antique cabinet, $25, call John.

FOR SALE: Two antique chairs, $20, call Mary.

FOR TRADE: Two antique tables, $30, call Bob.

FOR SALE: One antique mirror, $15, call Susan.

FOR RENT: One-room apartment, $200, call Jim.

FOR SALE: One antique desk, $25, call Mike.
Hillbilly Band Conducts Triumphant Tour Of SU

For the third consecutive year, the Hillbilly Band, under the leadership of band director John Doe, has prepared for the students of SU a day of music and fun. The activities of this year's tour included a parade through the campus, a concert in the main hall, and a final competition at the student union.

The parade began early in the morning, with the band members dressed in their distinctive uniforms. The route included the main street of the campus, passing by the administration building and the library. The crowd, numbering well over 5,000, lined the streets, cheering as the band marched by.

The concert was held in the main hall, featuring a variety of musical acts, including the band's traditional hillbilly music. The audience was captivated by the lively performance, and the hall was filled with the sound of clapping and applause.

The final competition was held at the student union, where the band divided into teams to compete against each other. The competition included a range of activities, from a talent show to a game of musical chairs.

The students were thrilled with the performance, and the day ended with a sense of camaraderie and joy. The Hillbilly Band has become a beloved tradition for the students, and they look forward to the annual tour with great anticipation.
This column is dedicated to alumni news from the various S.U. branches. It is our goal to bring the S.U. community up to date with the latest developments of the institutions and to keep them informed of the events taking place in their areas.

S.U. PLAYS HOST TO MEXICO CITY

The Alumni Branch at Mexico City will host the annual meeting of the S.U. Alumni Association on April 21st. The meeting will be held at the Hotel Plaza in Mexico City.

SAILING TEAM TO HOLD FIRST PRACTICE OF '52

The Sailing Team will hold its first practice of the season on April 2nd. The team will meet at 3:00 p.m. at the S.U. boathouse.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS ON CIGARETTE TESTS

No. 37...THE SWORDFISH

"They had me fencing with fancy facts!"

This column presents an interview with a representative from the Cigarette Testing Laboratory. The representative discusses the process of testing cigarette brands.

THE SWORDFISH

This section features a poem dedicating to the S.U. Alumni Association.

CAMEL LEADS ALL OTHER BRANDS BY BILLIONS

This section highlights the success of the Camel Cigarette brand, as it leads all other brands by billions.
Variety Show Friday

Simpson To Be Feted

The annual show of the Los Angeles Variety Club will be held at the Century Theater, 106th St. and Flower St., on Thursday, July 28th, in connection with the Variety Club's annual convention. The show will be sponsored by the Century Theater and will feature many of Los Angeles' top entertainers.

Debating Star Suffers Oral Anguish

Simpson to Be Feted

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL

SUFFOLK CANTEEN

SUFFOLK CALENDAR

MENU

Sandwiches

CORN BEER

ROAST BEER

CHICKEN SALAD

TUNA SALAD

EGG SALAD

HOMEMADE (on dark)

BOLOGNA

PIE

COFFEE and PASTRY

WICKED (on bread)

ALL SANDWICHES SOLD AT THE CANTRE ARE HOME-MADE

"If you like our food, tell others; if not, tell us."

(From Our Good Canteen Menu)

CANTRE OPEN 2 A.M., 1 P.M.

CHESAFIELD—LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES

AT MARYLAND

Varsity Grill

We certify that Chesterfield is our largest selling cigarette

by 2 to 1.

E.J. BALDECK

PROPRIETOR

because CHESTERFIELDS are much MINDER

and give you the ADDED PROTECTION of

NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE

(From the report of a well-known research organization)